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Acceleration and Escape in SNRs
Cosmic Ray Acceleration in SNRs
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Cosmic Ray Escape from SNRs
Escape is important to determine the CR spectra and the maximum energy.

Escape from the perpendicular shock has never been investigated.

In this study, we investigate
1) the acceleration time at a perpendicular shock.
2) the escape from the perpendicular shock region.

Energy Spectrum of a Perp. Shock Acceleration
The energy spectra of a perpendicular shock acceleration becomes
sorter than that of the standard DSA prediction in the case that
the magnetic fluctuation is weak in downstream region.
ref: Takamoto & Kirk (2015)

Observations and simulations about a downstream region suggest that
the magnetic field is amplified and is stronger than that of a upstream region.
ref: observation : Bamba et al.(2003), Ohira and Yamazaki(2017)
simulation : Ohira (2016), Caprioli and Spitkovski(2013), Inoue et al.(2009)
Giacalone and Jokipii(2007)

In this study, we assume
the strong magnetic field amplification in a downstream region and
the random walk in the downstream region.
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Simulation Setup for a Plane Shock Case
Ø forward shock velocity

up

ush = 0.01c (constant)
Ø time resolution

Δt =0.01Ωg0 (all region)
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Bohm diffusion for 100B0 in down region
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scattering time : tscat = Δt(p/p0)
Ø impulsive injection @t=0
γ0=1.4, isotropic
Ø Magnetic fluctuation

x

isotropic Kolmogorov spectrum
injection scale of turbulence Lc : 0.1pc
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Magnetic Field
Ø back ground: B? = 0, 0, B? B0 :const.
Ø turbulence: summation of static transverse waves

ref : Husein & Shalchi (2014)
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・Nm :the number of mode ・ξW :polarization vector ・βn : phase(0〜2π)
・kn :wave number
・A(kn) :amplitude

・spectrum G(kn) : isotropic Kolmogorov
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Simulation Result
In weak fluctuation case,
1) The diffusion approximation is NOT valid.
2) More efficient acceleration occurs.
3) Particles are gyrating in the upstream region to get energy.
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Spectrum of accelerated particles
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The magnetic fluctuation in downstream region
is larger than that in upstream region.
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The rapid acceleration is compatible with the canonical spectrum, p-2 ,
by the strong magnetic fluctuation in downstream region.

It does not depends on the strength of the upstream magnetic fluctuation.

Global Simulation for the Perpendicular Shock Acc. in an SNR
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The reverse shock has not pass through this region.
The magnetic field is very weak.

The free streaming is assumed.
Shocked region
forward shock reverse shock
The velocity field is given
by a simple model.
(ref : Ohira et al. (2018)).

The magnetic field is amplified to 100B0
Isotropic scattering in the downstream rest frame.
à Monte Carlo method
tscat(p)= 0.01Ωg0-1(p/p0) (The Bohm limit is assumed.)
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Simulation Setup (ESN=1051erg, Mej=1Msun , n0=1cm-3)
impulsive injection
(The forward shock surface of the equatorial plane at the initial time)
Initial velocity : γ0=149(140GeV), isotropic
Particles are injected at here.

time resolution : 0.01Ωg0-1(all region)
Ωg0 : gyro frequency of the injected particle
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magnetic fluctuation
wave number :
2π×10-5/rg0 < k < 2π×10/rg0
spectrum : isotropic Kolmogorov
injection scale of turbulence Lc : 0.1pc
the number of modes : 240
σ=δBtot2/B02=0.01
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Evolution of Particle Position (t/tSedov=1-3)
: forward shock front
: reverse shock front

Lc=0.1pc
δB/B0=0.1
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1, The injected particles move along the uniform magnetic field.
à escape from the perpendicular shock region.
2, shock expands.
3, The escaping particles seem to be escaping
from the parallel shock region.

Evolution of Energy Spectrum (t/tSedov=1-3)
The rapid acceleration
at a perp. shock region
stops in a short time.
Maximum Energy
Emax~200E0~30 TeV
(E0=140GeV)
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In this case, the acceleration at the perpendicular shock is limited by
the diffusion along the magnetic field line.

Summary and Future Work
Summary

・The diffusion approximation is not valid for a perp. shock acceleration
in the case that the magnetic fluctuation is weak in the upstream region.
・The efficient acceleration occurs in the case that
the magnetic field fluctuation is weak in the upstream region
・The energy spectrum at perp. shock become E-2 in the case that
the magnetic fluctuation is strong in downstream region.
・The rapid acceleration occurs at the perp. shock region of an SNR,
the accelerated particles escape from the perp. shock region
along the magnetic field line. tesc,perp ~ RSNR2 / (4Dll)
Future Work

・We are going to perform more simulations for other parameter cases.
(e.g. injection scale, injection time and strength of the magnetic fluctuation)

・We are going to investigate the time evolution of Emax at the perp. shock
and energy spectra of escaping CRs from the perpendicular shock region.

